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 Wiremu  Sarich said “problem solve together facing 
each other in a game…children need to arrive at 
Primary school with an open-mind and a open heart”
 Helen Hedges said “support the enquiry, pose 
problems, feed the enquiry. Teachers need to be more 
analytic about children’s interests”.
 Centres need an intellectual climate of thinking
 Ideas not their interests
 Explore children’s thinking not their chatter
 Investigate children’s theories not their behaviour
 Know what you want to teach
 Explore ideas not activities
 Slow down the pedagogy so children can swim in 
the deep end of content
“An effective mathematics curriculum begins with the 
premise that all children are powerful mathematics 
learners irrespective of age and ability”.
Mathematics incentives
https://www.ted.com/talks/roger_antonsen_math_is_the
_hidden_secret_to_understanding_the_world#t-299998





Te Kākano (tewhariki.tki.org.nz) The New Zealand Mathematics curriculum
(Ministry of Education, 2009)
Pattern Number and algebra-counting (forwards & 
backwards) addition & subtraction. 
Recognising numbers & symbols.
Measuring-non standard Recognising & repeating patterns, 
seriation, weight, length & size
Sorting Geometry and measurement-shape & 
space, time, age
Locating Location-maps, address, road signs, 
telephone numbers
counting Statistics, portions, fractions, 
classification, probability, prediction
Shape Recognising shapes, manipulating shapes,
Self in space
Patterns, (help us predict what comes next, make 
connections and organise information Chaille & 
McCormick Davis, 2016). Have you made predictions 
about the sun and the moon?
Architecture, stability, strength, structure, symbols, 
classifying, describing, enquiry, wonder, lines, 
perspective, curiosity, explain directions, estimation, 
observation, space, shape, length, figures in motion, 
measurement tools, mathematical landscapes, spatial 
processes, echoes of shapes, tackling novel situations, 
sense of awe, I wonder…

https://www.ted.com/talks/anthony_goldbloom_the_job
s_we_ll_lose_to_machines_and_the_ones_we_won_t
 Enabling children is part of the culture of respect. 
When we enable children we allow them to make 
choices (real choices), we support their decision 
making and problem solving skills, we support 
them to think. These skills are vital for their 
ability in the future of addressing challenges and 
going beyond anything we can teach them. 

The Graduating Teacher Standards (Education Council, 
2015). (GTS S2)
“Standard Two: Graduating Teachers know about learners 
and how they learn c. know how to develop metacognitive 
strategies of diverse learners”.
“Thinking about thinking”
Early Childhood Convention story 
Brain storm ideas for 
mathematical play and the 
language you could use
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